Contact myriamcawston@gmail.com, +44 7535 214 854

Sports Photography (UK):
No upfront cost to the event organiser. All pictures displayed in a password-protected online gallery,
available for print & download. (£8 for a high resolution download, full-price sheet for prints & wall
art available on demand)

Portraits in the Park (Greater London)
Photos on the go - £40
Do you need some simple but stylish portraits for social media or professional use? We meet in a park,
the shoot lasts about 20 minutes. You get 10 + sharp, elegant images to download from an online
gallery. Prints can be ordered from the gallery, starting from £0.99

Portrait session - £50 + pay per image
We spend all the time that you need – we can cover multiple locations in the neighbourhood, take
some pictures with your partner/children/pets… You pay £50 on the day, the images are made
available in an online gallery. A high resolution download costs £8, prices for prints start at £0.99.

Weddings
My style is photojournalistic: during your ceremony I will be a fly on the wall, and throughout the day
shoot almost exclusively with natural light, using a range of prime lenses. Pictures of the couple and
group shots are not overly staged and focus on the emotion between those featured!
I will be there for each important moment, to capture the spontaneous interactions between your
friends and family. I am friendly and flexible, happy to go with the flow of your day.
I love making beautiful, elegant books for you printed on the highest quality paper.
If you think this sounds like what you’re looking for, please get in touch! I will be happy to work with
you.

Full Day:
£1400 includes:
- An initial meeting with the couple,
- Shooting from the early morning preparation of the bride until the first few dances have taken place
(generally around 11PM)
-The book design and book.
- All high-resolution pictures available for download in a password-protected online gallery.
- Prints and wall art can be ordered straight from the gallery from £0.99
Weekday Weddings:
Discounts are available for weekday weddings: please get in touch for a quote.

